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Final Thoughts 2019 
First, it is amazing how much beauty and tragedy can be in the same place.  The lake, the mountains, the people and their warmth and 

smiles are so beautiful.  The poverty, the trash, the men who choose alcohol over their families are so tragic.  But God is at work there.  

You can feel Him everywhere you go.  He fills you up and keeps you smiling and caring for the people He loves.  We saw God’s love in 

action when we went to Gustavo’s house.  Gustavo is 4 years old with Cerebral Palsy.  He has 3 older brothers, an older sister and a 

younger brother.  He lives with his parents, siblings and grandmother in a small family compound.  They have 2 bedrooms and 1 kitchen.  

Dad works hard for his family, when he can find work.  It is clear that he, and the rest of the family love Gustavo very much.  Many peo-

ple have told them to discard him, but they will not because he brings joy and light into their lives.  Dad admitted to us that they would 

not be receiving a new house without Gustavo and he appreciates all that the Porch is doing for Gustavo.   

Second, there are so many things that we take for granted; running water and electricity to start.  The ability to drink the water from 

our taps for another.  Birthday cakes, Blanca turned 4 while we were there and we bought her a birthday cake.  She was bewildered, I 

don’t think she had ever seen a cake before.  Postal service, Guatemala hasn’t had a postal service for over 3 years.  An education, José 

had to drop out of school when he was 10 so he could help support his mother and sisters.  Clothes and shoes, Florinda’s family each 

had one outfit to wear and one pair of shoes.  Windows, the wooden or tin shacks they live in do not have windows, the only light 

comes through the door.  Indoor plumbing and the ability to flush our toilet paper.  Those living in shacks have outhouses, those that 

actually have indoor plumbing, including hotels, restaurants and other businesses have to throw their toilet paper in a trash can, the 

pipes can’t handle the paper. 

Third, we as Americans can learn a lot from the Mayan people.  Most of the ones we help have so little, but they are full of love and joy.  

They have beautiful smiles that light up their whole face.  Rosa and Blanca are two beautiful young ladies, whose father abandoned 

them after Blanca was born.  Their mother is illiterate, but Rosa is an amazing reader.  When they smile at you, you see the joy of the 

Lord in their eyes.  They obviously understand the love and sacrifice that their mother and brother make for them and it shines from 

them.  Florinda, their mother, was so gracious to us, she also has a beautiful smile.  When she came back into her tiny, tin home after 

being out and about, her daughters were so happy to see her.  Their brother, José, could be an angry, sullen teenager, but he’s not.  He 

had to drop out of school with only a 2nd grade education.  Soon his sister, Rosa, will surpass him in her education, but he chooses his 

family and his love for them over himself.  He is now 14.  He tirelessly carried blocks up the hill to the work site, he wielded the pick ax 

to remove dirt from the hill to make room for their new home.  He did it with a smile and energy.  At lunch, he patiently fixed sandwich-

es for his younger sisters before taking anything for himself.  Every day he was smiling and working hard for the joy of serving his family.  

How many of us work so hard for our families with a big smile and boundless energy?  I know that I do not.   

This family lives in one room, the 14 year old boy has to share the one mattress with his mother and 2 little sisters and they have more 

in their lives than many of us who live in multi bedroom homes with running, clean water and electricity, closets full of clothes and 

shoes and more things than we can use in a year.  God, please open our eyes to what is truly important in the world – You, and the love, 

mercy and grace that you share with us every day through Your Son, Jesus Christ and commanded us to share with the world You love. 
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